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SPRINGER CORRESPONDENCE FOR EXCEPTIONAL LIE ALGEBRAS
AND THEIR DUALS IN SMALL CHARACTERISTIC
TING XUE
Abstract. We describe the Springer correspondence explicitly for exceptional Lie algebras
of type G2 and F4 and their duals in bad characteristics, i.e. in characteristics 2 and 3.
1. Introduction
In this paper we describe the Springer correspondence explicitly for exceptional Lie alge-
bras of type G2 and F4 and their duals in bad characteristics. In what follows we describe
the set-up of the paper in more detail.
Let G be an almost-simple algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed field k of
prime characteristic and g the Lie algebra of G. Let g∗ be the dual vector space of g. Denote
by UG, Ng and Ng∗ the varieties of unipotent elements in G, nilpotent elements in g, and
nilpotent elements in g∗, respectively. We recall that an element in g∗ is called nilpotent
if it annihilates a Borel subalgebra of g (see [KW]). The group G acts on g and g∗ by
adjoint and coadjoint action, respectively. It is known that the number of G-orbits in UG,
Ng and Ng∗ , respectively, is finite (for Ng∗ see [X4] and references there). We fix a prime
l 6= chark. Let AG (resp. Ag, Ag∗) denote the set of all pairs (O, E), where O ⊂ UG (resp.
O ⊂ Ng, O ⊂ Ng∗) is a G-orbit and E is an irreducible G-equivariant Q¯l-local system on
O (up to isomorphism). Let W be the Weyl group of G and let Irr(W ) denote the set of
irreducible characters (over Q¯l) of the Weyl group W . The Springer correspondence for G
(resp. g, g∗) maps the set Irr(W ) injectively into the set AG (resp. Ag, Ag∗); we denote the
map by γG (resp. γg, γg∗). The construction was originally given for g by Springer in large
characteristic [Sp] and generalized to arbitrary characteristic for G by Lusztig [L1]. The
same construction as Lusztig’s works for g (resp. g∗) in any characteristic assuming that
G is adjoint (resp. simply connected), see for example [X1, X2]; this in turn gives rise to
Springer correspondences for all g and g∗ in any characteristic.
If the characteristic of k is good for G, there exists a G-equivariant isomorphism between
UG and Ng by a theorem of Springer, moreover, there exists a G-invariant non-degenerate
bilinear form on g which we can use to identify g and g∗. Thus in such cases the sets AG, Ag
and Ag∗ can be naturally identified. The Springer correspondence for G, i.e. the map γG :
Irr(W )→ AG has been described explicitly in all characteristics [L1, LS2, Sp, Sh, AL, S2].
The author was supported in part by the Academy of Finland and the ARC grant DP150103525.
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Assume now that the characteristic of k is bad for G. In general we can no longer identify
the sets AG, Ag and Ag∗ . The Springer correspondence for g and g∗ in bad characteristic has
been determined explicitly when G is a classical group [X3]. Assume that G is an exceptional
group of type G2 or F4 in bad characteristic. The Springer correspondence for g has been
described by Spaltenstein [S3] when G is of type F4 and chark = 2. In this paper we describe
the Springer correspondence for g and g∗ in the remaining cases. We will focus on the case of
g∗ with details given and treat the case of g briefly. The Springer correspondence for g and
g∗ turns out the same as in characteristic 0 when G is of type G2 and chark = 2, or when
G is of type F4 and chark = 3. The same holds for g
∗ when G is of type G2 and chark = 3.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we discuss some preliminaries. In particular,
we determine the existence of G-invariant non-degenerate bilinear forms on g (see Lemma
2.1). In §3 we describe the component groups of centralizers for nilpotent elements in g∗
and we compute the dimensions of the Springer fibers. In §4 we describe the Springer
correspondence γg∗ : IrrW → Ag∗ for g∗ explicitly. In particular, following [L3], we give
an a priori description of the set γ−1g∗ {(O, Q¯l) | (O, Q¯l) ∈ Ag∗}, i.e. a set of Weyl group
representations that parametrize nilpotent coadjoint orbits in g∗. Finally, in §5 we describe
the maps γg : IrrW → Ag for g explicitly.
2. Preliminaries
In this section let G be an exceptional group of type G2 or F4 defined over an algebraically
closed field k.
2.1. Structural constants and Bruhat decomposition. As in [X3], we make use of the
generators and relations in G, g, g∗, and the Bruhat decomposition for G. We recall some
notations from [X3, §7.3-§7.5], for details, see loc.cit. For g ∈ G and ξ ∈ g∗, we write g.ξ for
the coadjoint action, i.e., g.ξ(x) = ξ(Ad(g−1)x) for all x ∈ g, where Ad denotes the adjoint
action of G on g.
Fix a maximal torus T of G and B ⊃ T a Borel subgroup of G. Let R,R+ and Π be the
set of roots, positive roots, and simple roots, determined by (G, T,B), respectively. For each
α ∈ R, let xα : Ga → Uα ⊂ G be an isomorphism such that
sxα(t)s
−1 = xα(α(s)t) for all s ∈ T and t ∈ Ga,
nα(t) := xα(t)x−α(−t
−1)xα(t) ∈ NG(T ) and nα(1) := nα has image wα in W ,
where wα denotes the reflection with respect to α. Define
hα(t) = nα(t)nα(−1) ∈ T.
By Bruhat decomposition, each g ∈ G can be written uniquely in the form
(2.1)
g = bnwuw for some b ∈ B, uw ∈ Uw := {
∏
α>0,w(α)<0
xα(tα) | tα ∈ Ga},
and nw ∈ NG(T ) a representative of w ∈ W .
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Let t, b, n be the Lie algebra of T , B, and the unipotent radical U of B respectively.
Define n∗ = {ξ ∈ g∗ | ξ(b) = 0}. Then for any ξ ∈ Ng∗ , there exists g ∈ G such that g.ξ ∈ n∗.
We make use of the Chevalley basis {hα, α ∈ Π, eα, α ∈ R} of g, in particular, the basis
{eα, α ∈ R+} of n, chosen in [X3], where the adjoint action of G is given as follows
(2.2)
Ad(xα(t)) eβ =
∑
i
tiMα,β,i eiα+β , α, β ∈ R
+
Ad(hα(t)) eβ = t
Aαβeβ , Ad(nα) eβ = ηα,β ewα(β), α ∈ Π,
and the basis {e′α, α ∈ R
+} of n∗, chosen in [X3], where the coadjoint action of G is given as
follows
(2.3)
xα(t).e
′
β =
∑
i
(−1)i tiMα,−iα−β,i e
′
iα+β , α, β ∈ R
+
hα(t).e
′
β = t
Aαβe′β , nα.e
′
β = ηα,β e
′
wα(β), α ∈ Π.
We will also make use of the following relations in G (see for example [C, §5.2, §7.2]), for
α, β ∈ R,
(2.4)
xα(s)
−1xβ(t)
−1xα(s)xβ(t) =
∏
i,j>0
xiβ+jα(cijβα (−t)
isj), α 6= ±β
n2α = hα(−1), nα xβ(t)n
−1
α = xwα(β)(ηα,β t), nαnβn
−1
α = hwα(β)(ηα,β)nwα(β).
Here Aα,β, Mα,β,i, cijβα and ηα,β(= ±1) are structural constants (for their determination see
[X3] and [C, pages 77 and 94]), in particular, they are integers.
2.2. Invariant non-degenerate bilinear forms on g. The following lemma was explained
to the author by G. Lusztig. We include a proof here for completeness.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that G is of type G2 (resp. F4). Then there exists a G-invariant
non-degenerate bilinear form on g if and only if char k 6= 3 (resp. char k 6= 2).
Thus in the above cases, we have a G-equivariant isomorphism g ∼= g∗. In turn the Springer
correspondence maps γg and γg∗ can be identified.
To prove Lemma 2.1, we first note that the Lie algebra g is simple in the above cases [H].
Assume that G is of type G2 and chark 6= 3. Let α be the short simple root and β the long
simple root. Define a symmetric bilinear form (, ) on g as follows
(2.5)
(hα, hα) = 6, (hα, hβ) = −3, (hβ, hβ) = 2
(eλ, eµ) = 0 if λ+ µ 6= 0, (eλ, e−λ) = 3 (resp. 1) if λ is a short (resp. long) root.
Using [K, Theorem 2.2] one checks that (2.5) defines an invariant non-degenerate bilinear
form on g over C, thus it is a scalar multiple of the Killing form, which is G-invariant. As all
the structure constants are in Z, reducing mod chark, we see that the above bilinear form
remains non-degenerate and G-invariant.
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Assume that G is of type F4 and chark 6= 2. Let p, q be the long simple roots and r, s the
short simple roots such that (q, r) 6= 0. Define a symmetric bilinear form (, ) on g as follows
(2.6)
(hp, hp) = (hq, hq) = 2, (hp, hq) = −1, (hp, hr) = (hp, hs) = (hq, hs) = 0,
(hq, hq) = 2, (hq, hr) = (hr, hs) = −2, (hr, hr) = (hs, hs) = 4,
(eλ, eµ) = 0 if λ+ µ 6= 0, (eλ, e−λ) = 2 (resp. 1) if λ is a short (resp. long) root.
The same argument as in the case of G2 shows that the bilinear form (, ) of (2.6) is non-
degenerate and G-invariant.
Now assume that char k = 3 and G is of type G2, there are 6 nilpotent orbits in g [St] and
5 nilpotent coadjoint orbits in g∗ [X4]. Similarly, when chark = 2 and G is of type F4, there
are 22 nilpotent orbits in g [S3] and 18 nilpotent coadjoint orbits in g∗ [X4]. Thus in these
cases there can not exist a G-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form on g. This completes
the proof of Lemma 2.1.
2.3. Weyl group representations and truncated induction. Let W be a Weyl group
and let IrrW denote the set of irreducible characters of W . For ρ ∈ IrrW ,
(2.7)
let bρ denote the minimal integer d such that ρ occurs in the W -module
Sd(V ) of all homogeneous polynomials of degree d on the reflection space V .
For a subgroup W ′ ⊂ W , let jWW ′ : IrrW
′ → IrrW denote the truncated induction, i.e.,
for ρ′ ∈ IrrW ′, jWW ′ρ
′ is the unique ρ ∈ IrrW such that ρ occurs in IndWW ′ ρ
′, written as
〈ρ, IndWW ′ ρ
′〉 6= 0, and bρ = bρ′ .
We label IrrW using the notations of [A]. In particular, IrrW (An−1) = IrrSn is labelled
by partitions of n, where (n) denotes the trivial character and (1n) denotes the sign character,
and IrrW (Bn) = IrrW (Cn) is labelled by a pair of partition [λ : µ]. For W of type G2 or
F4, χi,j ∈ IrrW has degree i. For the reader’s convenience, we list the values bρ (see (2.7))
for ρ ∈ IrrW (G2) and ρ ∈ IrrW (F4) in the following tables (see for example [GP]).
ρ χ1,1 χ2,1 χ2,2 χ1,3 χ1,4 χ1,2
bρ 0 1 2 3 3 6
Table 1. b-invariants for W (G2)
ρ χ1,1 χ4,2 χ9,1 χ8,1 χ8,3 χ2,1 χ2,3 χ12,1 χ16,1 χ6,1 χ6,2 χ9,2 χ9,3
bρ 0 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 5 6 6 6 6
ρ χ4,3 χ4,4 χ4,1 χ8,2 χ8,4 χ9,4 χ1,2 χ1,3 χ4,5 χ2,2 χ2,4 χ1,4
bρ 7 7 8 9 9 10 12 12 13 16 16 24
Table 2. b-invariants for W (F4)
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3. Nilpotent coadjoint orbits
In this section, we describe the component groups AG(ξ) := ZG(ξ)/ZG(ξ)
0 for ξ ∈ Ng∗ .
Moreover, we compute the dimensions of Springer fibers. More precisely, let B be a fixed
Borel subgroup of G with unipotent radical U . We write b = LieB and n = LieU . Define
b∗ = {ζ ∈ g∗ | ζ(n) = 0} and BGξ = {gB ∈ G/B | g
−1.ξ ∈ b∗}, ξ ∈ g∗.
We show that
Proposition 3.1. For ξ ∈ Ng∗ ,
(3.1) dimBGξ =
dimZG(ξ)− rankG
2
.
The component groups AG(x) for x ∈ Ng have been determined in all characteristics, as
well as the dimensions of Springer fibers, see §5.1 for exposition. In view of Lemma 2.1,
it suffices to consider the cases when G is an exceptional group of type G2 (resp. F4) over
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 3 (resp. 2), which we will assume in the
remainder of this section.
The nilpotent coadjoint orbits in g∗ have been classified in [X4, §7]. We use the same
notation and representatives for the orbits as in loc.cit. In particular, the orbits are labeled
as in the Bala-Carter classification (while the two new orbits in bad characteristic are labeled
as (B3)2 and (A2)2). The tilde in A˜1 etc. indicates short roots.
The results are listed in Table 3 when G is of type G2 and chark = 3, and in Table 4
when G is of type F4 and chark = 2.
Orbit representative ξ dimZG(ξ) AG(ξ) dimBξ
G2 e
′
α + e
′
β 2 1 0
G2(a1) e
′
β + e
′
2α+β 4 S3 1
A˜1 e
′
α 6 1 2
A1 e
′
β 8 1 3
∅ 0 14 1 6
Table 3. Type G2, nilpotent coadjoint orbits, chark = 3
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Orbit representative ξ dimZG(ξ) AG(ξ) dimBξ
F4 e
′
p + e
′
q + e
′
r + e
′
s 4 1 0
F4(a1) e
′
p + e
′
qr + e
′
q2r + e
′
s 6 S2 1
F4(a2) e
′
p + e
′
qr + e
′
rs + e
′
q2r2s 8 1 2
B3 e
′
p + e
′
qrs + e
′
q2r + e
′
pq2rs 10 1 3
C3 e
′
s + e
′
q2r + e
′
pqr 10 1 3
F4(a3) e
′
pqr + e
′
qrs + e
′
pq2r + e
′
q2r2s 12 S4 4
(B3)2 e
′
p + e
′
qr + e
′
q2r2s 12 1 4
C3(a1) e
′
pqr + e
′
q2rs + e
′
q2r2s 14 S2 5
B2 e
′
pqr + e
′
q2r2s 16 S2 6
A˜2 + A1 e
′
pqr + e
′
q2rs + e
′
p2q2r2s 16 1 6
A2 + A˜1 e
′
p2q2r + e
′
q2r2s + e
′
pq2rs 18 1 7
A˜2 e
′
pqrs + e
′
q2rs 22 1 9
A2 e
′
p2q2r + e
′
pq2r2s + e
′
p2q3r2s 22 1 9
A1 + A˜1 e
′
p2q2r2s + e
′
p2q3rs 24 1 10
(A2)2 e
′
p2q2r + e
′
pq2r2s 28 1 12
A˜1 e
′
p2q3r2s 30 S2 13
A1 e
′
2p3q4r2s 36 1 16
∅ 0 52 1 24
Table 4. Type F4, nilpotent coadjoint orbits, chark = 2
3.1. Component groups of centralizers. To describe the structure of the component
groups AG(ξ), ξ ∈ Ng∗ , we make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 ([B, 3.4, p176]). Let σ : G → G be the Frobenius endomorphism induced by
k → k : a 7→ aq. Let O ⊂ g∗ be a G-orbit. Then the set of Gσ-orbits in Oσ is in bijection
with H1(σ,AG(ξ)), where ξ ∈ O.
Note that for q large enough, σ acts trivially on AG(ξ). Thus |H1(σ,AG(ξ))| equals the
number of conjugacy classes in AG(ξ). It then follows from [X4, §7, Table 1 and Table 2]
that we only need to consider the representative ξ = e′β + e
′
2α+β for the orbit G2(a1) and the
representative ξ5 = e
′
pqr + e
′
qrs + e
′
pq2r + e
′
q2r2s for the orbit F4(a3). Here we have used the
fact that S2 ∼= Z/2Z is the only finite group with exactly 2 conjugacy classes.
Assume that G is of type G2 and chark = 3. We determine AG(ξ) for ξ = e
′
β + e
′
2α+β .
Using (2.1) and (2.3), one can check that ZG(ξ) ⊂ B and
(3.2) AG(ξ) ∼= 〈γ1, γ2〉 ∼= S3,
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where γ1 = hβ(−1) and γ2 = hβ(−1)xα(η) (η2 = −1). In particular, we have used the
following formula
u(t).ξ = ξ + (t31 + t1)e
′
3α+β + (t5 + t3)e
′
3α+2β .
where u(t) = xα(t1)xβ(t2)xα+β(t3)x2α+β(t4)x3α+β(t5)x3α+2β(t6), ti ∈ Ga.
Assume that G is of type F4 and chark = 2. We determine AG(ξ5) for ξ5 = e
′
pqr + e
′
qrs +
e′pq2r + e
′
q2r2s. Let P be the standard parabolic group PJ , where J = {p, r, s}. Then using
[CP, Theorem 7.3] and the description of nilpotent pieces in g∗ in [X4, §7.6] we see that
ZG(ξ5) ⊂ P . Using (2.1) and (2.3), one checks that
(3.3) Z0G(ξ5) = ZUP (ξ5), AG(ξ5)
∼= 〈γ1, γ2, γ3〉 ∼= S4,
where
γ1 = xp(1) xs(1), γ2 = np ns, γ3 = xp(1) xs(1) xr(1)nr xr(1)
with
γ21 = γ
2
2 = γ
2
3 = 1, (γ1γ2)
3 = (γ2γ3)
3 = 1, (γ1γ3)
2 = 1.
In particular we have used the following formula (here the assumption chark = 2 is used)
u(t).ξ5 = e
′
pqr + e
′
qrs + (1 + t2)e
′
pq2r + t2 e
′
q2rs + (t1 + t3) e
′
pqrs + (1 + t4)e
′
q2r2s
+(t1t2 + t2t3 + t4)e
′
pq2rs + (t1 + t
2
3 + t4(t1 + t3))e
′
pq2r2s
where u(t) = xp(t1) xr(t2) xs(t3) xrs(t4), ti ∈ Ga.
Remark 3.3. For the element ξ5 above, we have another interesting way to deduce that
AG(ξ5) ∼= S4 as follows. Taking q big enough, we can choose a representative ξ of the orbit of
ξ5 such that the Frobenius morphism σ fixes ξ and acts trivially on AG(ξ). This implies that
|ZG(ξ)σ| = |AG(ξ)||(ZG(ξ)0)σ|. In view of [X4, Table 2], we conclude that AG(ξ) is a finite
group of order 24 with exactly 5 conjugacy classes. It turns out that the finite groups with
exactly 5 conjugacy classes have been classified by Miller [M] in 1919; the list is the following:
the alternating group A5, S4, the non-cyclic group of order 21, the metacylic group of order
20, the dihedral group of order 14, the dihedral group of order 8, the quaternion group, and
Z/5Z. We can then easily identify our group from the list.
3.2. Springer fibers. Let L denote a Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup P of
G. We write l = LieL, nP = LieUP , where UP is the unipotent radical of P . Let
l∗ = {ζ ∈ g∗ | ζ(nP ⊕ n
−
P ) = 0} and n
∗
P = {ζ ∈ g
∗ | ζ(l⊕ nP ) = 0},
where g = l ⊕ nP ⊕ n
−
P . To prove Proposition 3.1, we first note that (see [X4, Propositon
3.1])
(3.4) the equality (3.1) holds for any ξ′ ∈ Nl∗ (replacing G by L).
Let ξ ∈ Ng∗ . We prove Proposition 3.1 using the following statements.
(3.5)
Assume that ξ lies in l∗ and dimZL(ξ) = 2 dimB
L
ξ + rankL.
Then dimZG(ξ) = 2 dimB
G
ξ + rankG.
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This is proved using the same argument as in [S1, II 3.14]. In particular, one uses that the
equality in (3.1) holds if there exists w ∈ W such that Oξ ∩n∗∩n∗w is dense in n
∗∩n∗w, where
n∗w = {ζ ∈ g
∗ | ζ(wbw−1) = 0}.
(3.6)
If ξ lies in the orbit obtained by inducing the orbit of ξ′ ∈ l∗ (see [X4, §4])1, and
dimZL(ξ
′) = 2 dimBLξ′ + rankL, then dimZG(ξ) = 2 dimB
G
ξ + rankG.
This is proved using (3.4) and the same argument as in [LS1, Theorem 1.3]. In particular,
the proof shows that if Oξ = Ind
g∗
l∗ O
L
ξ′, then
(3.7) dimOξ = dimO
L
ξ′ + 2dimUP .
For G2, one readily checks that Proposition 3.1 holds using the above (3.5) and (3.6). In
fact, the orbit G2 is induced from the zero orbit in a maximal torus, the orbit G2(a1) is
induced from the zero orbit in a Levi subgroup of type A˜1, and the remaining orbits satisfy
the assumptions in (3.5).
For F4, we make use of the following table for induced orbits. The first row contains
orbits O˜ in Ng∗ , the second row indicates the type of the Levi subgroup L, and the third
row contains orbits O in Nl∗ such that O˜ = Ind
g∗
l∗ O, where 0 denotes the zero orbit and we
use the notation in [X2] for orbits in a Levi of type B3 or C3. The last row of the table is
included for later use and will be explained there. We remark that we did not attempt to
identify all induced orbits here, rather only the cases that are needed for our purpose.
O˜ A˜2 A2 B2 F4(a3) F4(a3) B3 F4(a1) F4(a2)
type of L B3 C3 C3 A˜2A1 B3 B3 B3 A1A˜1
O 0 0 161 0 (1; 1
4
1) (0; 3
2
3) (2; 1
2
1) 0
ρLξ′,1 [− : 1
3] [− : 13] [13 : −] [13]× [12] [1 : 12] [− : 3] [2 : 1] [2]× [2]
Table 5. Induced nilpotent coadjoint orbits, type F4, chark = 2
As an example, we explain the case of the orbit F4(a3) being induced from the orbit (1; 1
4
1)
in l∗ for L of type B3; the other cases can be checked similarly. Let ξ = e
′
pqr+e
′
qrs+e
′
pq2r+eq2r2s,
which is in the orbit F4(a3), and let ξ
′ = e′pqr + e
′
pq2r. Let P be the standard parabolic
subgroup PJ , J = {p, q, r} and L the standard Levi subgroup of P . Then L is of type B3.
Moreover, ξ′ ∈ l∗ and ξ ∈ ξ′+n∗P . Using [X2], one checks that ξ
′ lies in the orbit (1; 141) of l
∗,
moreover, dimOLξ′ = 10. Note that dimOξ = 40 = dimOξ′ + 2dimUP = dim Ind
g∗
l∗ O
L
ξ′ (in
the last equality we use (3.7)). Since Indg
∗
l∗ O
L
ξ′ is the unique dense orbit in G.(Oξ′ + n
∗
P ), we
obtain that
(3.8) Oξ = Ind
g∗
l∗ O
L
ξ′ , ξ = e
′
pqr + e
′
qrs + e
′
pq2r + eq2r2s, ξ
′ = e′pqr + e
′
pq2r.
1 I.e. Oξ ∩ (OLξ′ + n
∗
P ) is dense in O
L
ξ′ + n
∗
P , where O
L
ξ′ denotes the L-orbit of ξ
′; we write Oξ = Ind
g∗
l∗ O
L
ξ′ .
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Now one checks readily that all ξ ∈ Ng∗ satisfy either the assumptions in the above
statement (3.5) or those of (3.6). This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
4. The Springer correspondence for g∗
Let G be a connected simply connected algebraic group defined over an algebraically closed
field k of prime characteristic. Fix a prime l 6= chark. Let
(4.1) γg∗ : IrrW → Ag∗
be the injective Springer correspondence map constructed for g∗ as in [X2, §5], where IrrW
and Ag∗ are the sets defined in the introduction. Namely, IrrW denotes the set of irreducible
characters of the Weyl group W of G and Ag∗ is the set of all pairs (O, E) where O ⊂ Ng∗ is
a G-orbit and E is an irreducible G-equivariant Q¯l-local system on O (up to isomorphism).
The constructions and proofs in [X2, §5] apply for any simply connected G. In what follows
we briefly recall the construction. Consider the following proper maps
ϕ0 : G×
B n∗ → Ng∗ , ϕ : G×
B b∗ → g∗.
The map ϕ0 is semismall and the map ϕ is small. Moreover,
(4.2) ϕ0∗Q¯l[−] ∼=
⊕
(O,E)∈Ag∗
IC(O¯, E)⊗ VO,E ∼= ϕ∗Q¯l|Ng∗ [−]
∼=
⊕
ρ∈IrrW
ρ⊗ (ϕ∗Q¯l)ρ|Ng∗ [−]
where [−] denotes shift by dimNg∗ , IC(O¯, E) is the perverse IC-extension of the local system
E on O, and (ϕ∗Q¯l)ρ = HomQ¯l[W ](ρ, ϕ∗Q¯l). The map γg∗ maps ρ ∈ IrrW to the unique pair
(O, E) ∈ Ag∗ such that IC(O¯, E) ∼= (ϕ∗Q¯l)ρ|Ng∗ [−]. Note that this implies that ρ
∼= VO,E
under W -action.
In this section we describe the map γg∗ of (4.1) explicitly assuming that G is of type G2
(resp. F4) and char k = 3 (resp. chark = 2). The results are given in Table 6 (resp. Table
7). For a pair (O, E) ∈ Ag∗ , we write ρGξ,φ (or simply ρξ,φ) for the inverse image γ
−1
g∗ (O, E),
where ξ ∈ O and φ ∈ IrrAG(ξ) corresponds to the local system E .
Orbit of ξ φ ρξ,φ Orbit of ξ φ ρξ,φ
G2 (1) χ1,1 A˜1 (1) χ2,2
G2(a1) (3) χ2,1 A1 (1) χ1,4
G2(a1) (2, 1) χ1,3 ∅ (1) χ1,2
G2(a1) (1
3) −
Table 6. Springer correspondence for g∗, type G2 and chark = 3
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Orbit of ξ φ ρξ,φ Orbit of ξ φ ρξ,φ Orbit of ξ φ ρξ,φ
F4 (1) χ1,1 F4(a3) (2, 1, 1) χ1,3 A˜2 (1) χ8,2
F4(a1) (2) χ4,2 F4(a3) (1
4) − A2 (1) χ8,4
F4(a1) (1
2) χ2,3 (B3)2 (1) χ2,1 A1 + A˜1 (1) χ9,4
F4(a2) (1) χ9,1 C3(a1) (2) χ16,1 (A2)2 (1) χ1,2
B3 (1) χ8,1 C3(a1) (1
2) χ4,4 A˜1 (2) χ4,5
C3 (1) χ8,3 B2 (2) χ9,2 A˜1 (1
2) χ2,2
F4(a3) (4) χ12,1 B2 (1
2) χ4,1 A1 (1) χ2,4
F4(a3) (3, 1) χ9,3 A˜2 + A1 (1) χ6,1 ∅ (1) χ1,4
F4(a3) (2, 2) χ6,2 A2 + A˜1 (1) χ4,3
Table 7. Springer correspondence for g∗, type F4 and chark = 2
We remark that in view of the results in [X3], Tables 6 and 7, the pair (G2(a1), E(13)) for
G2 and the pair (F4(a3), E(14)) for F4 are the cuspidal pairs in the sense of [L1], where Eφ
denotes the local system corresponding to φ ∈ IrrAG(ξ).
4.1. The methods. We describe the map γg∗ of (4.1) following the methods in [AL, S2, S4].
In particular, we use extensively the tables of induce/restrict matrix for Weyl group repre-
sentations given by Alvis in [A]. More specifically, we make use of the following statements,
for which the proofs follow the same arguments as in [AL, S2, S4] and the references there.
Thus we only briefly comment on the proofs. Throughout this subsection ξ ∈ Ng∗ , L is a
Levi subgroup of a proper parabolic subgroup P of G, l = LieL, UP is the unipotent radical
of P , and WL is the Weyl group of L, regarded naturally as a subgroup of W .
To begin with, let bρ be defined as in (2.7) for ρ ∈ IrrW . Taking stalks at 0 in (4.2) and
using that H2i(B, Q¯l) ∼= Si(V ), we see that (here we use Proposition 3.1)
(4.3) bρG
ξ,1
= dimBGξ .
Next let ξ′ ∈ Nl∗ . Consider the permutation representation εξ,ξ′ of AG(ξ)×AL(ξ′) afforded
by the finite set Sξ,ξ′ of irreducible components of dimension dξ,ξ′ of Yξ,ξ′ := {g ∈ G | g−1.ξ ∈
ξ′ + n∗P }
2. The same proof as in [L1] (see also [X3]) shows that for φ ∈ IrrAG(ξ) and
φ′ ∈ IrrAL(ξ′), we have
(4.4) 〈φ⊗ φ′, εξ,ξ′〉 = 〈Res
W
WL
ρGξ,φ, ρ
L
ξ′,φ′〉WL := nξ,ξ′,φ,φ′.
In particular, we make use of the following special cases of (4.4).
(4.5) If nξ,ξ′,1,1 = 0, then Sξ,ξ′ = ∅ and all nξ,ξ′,φ,φ′ = 0.
2Here dξ,ξ′ = (dimZG(ξ) + dimZL(ξ
′))/2 + dimUP .
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If the orbit of ξ is induced from that of ξ′ ∈ l∗, then we can assume that ξ ∈ ξ′ + n∗P .
Using the same argument as in [LS1, 1.3, 1.5] and [S4], we see that in this case
(4.6) Sξ,ξ′ is isomorphic to AG(ξ)/N as sets with AG(ξ)×AL(ξ
′)-actions,
where
(4.7) N = ZZ0
L
(ξ′)UP (ξ)/Z
0
G(ξ) is a normal subgroup of H = ZP (ξ)/Z
0
G(ξ), H/N
∼= AL(ξ
′),
and the group AG(ξ)×H/N ∼= AG(ξ)×AL(ξ′) acts on AG(ξ)/N by (a, hN).(xN) = axh−1N .
Thus it follows from (4.4) and (4.6) that for φ ∈ IrrAG(ξ) and φ′ ∈ IrrAL(ξ′),
(4.8) nξ,ξ′,φ,φ′ = 〈φ˜′,Res
AG(ξ)
H φ〉, where φ˜
′ is the lift of φ′ to H .
Moreover, the same argument as in [LS1, 1.3] shows that dimBGξ = dimB
L
ξ′ . It then follows
from (4.3), the definition of the truncated induction operator j (see §2.3) and the above
discussion that
(4.9) If the orbit of ξ is induced from that of ξ′ ∈ Nl∗, then ρ
G
ξ,1 = j
W
WL
(ρLξ′,1).
Finally, the same argument as in [AL] shows that
(4.10) If ξ ∈ l∗, then 〈ρGξ,1, Ind
W
WL
ρˆLξ,1〉 6= 0, where ρˆ
L
ξ,1 =
∑
(−1)iH i(BLξ , Q¯l).
In addition, we remark that the decomposition (4.2) implies that we have a decomposition
H2dξ(BGξ , Q¯l)
∼=
⊕
φ∈IrrAG(ξ)
φ⊗ ρGξ,φ
as AG(ξ) × W representations, where dξ = dimBGξ and AG(ξ) acts via the permutation
representation ǫξ afforded by the set of irreducible components of BGξ . In particular, we see
that
(4.11) ρGξ,φ 6= 0 if and only if φ occurs in the above permutation representation ǫξ.
4.2. Type G2 in characteristic 3. We verify in this subsection the description of the map
γg∗ given in Table 6. First, using (4.3), Table 1 and Table 3, one determines easily the images
of χ1,1, χ1,2, χ2,1 and χ2,2 under γg∗ .
For ξ4 = e
′
β in the orbit A1, note that ξ4 is a regular nilpotent element in l
∗, where L is a
Levi subgroup of type A1. Using (4.10), we see that 〈ρξ4,1, Ind
W
W (A1)[2]〉 6= 0. Thus it follows
from [A, Table 64] that ρξ4,1 = χ1,4.
It remains to determine γg∗(χ1,3). To this end, it is enough to determine the pair (ξ2, φ),
ξ2 = e
′
β + e
′
2α+β in the orbit G2(a1) and φ 6= 1, that appears in the image of γg∗ . In view
of (4.11) we study the permutation representation ǫξ2 of AG(ξ2)
∼= S3 afforded by the set of
irreducible components of Bξ2 . Using the Bruhat decomposition (2.1) and (2.3), one can check
that g−1.ξ2 ∈ b∗ if and only if g−1 ∈ B, g−1 ∈ Bsαxα(t1), or g−1 ∈ Bsβsαxα(̟)x3α+β(t5),
where ̟3 + ̟ = 0. Thus Bξ2 has 4 irreducible components. Using the description of
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AG(ξ2) in (3.2), one readily checks that the permutation representation ǫξ2 decomposes as
(3)⊕ (3)⊕ (2, 1). Thus γg∗(χ1,3) = (ξ2, (2, 1)). This completes the verification of Table 6.
4.3. Type F4 in characteristic 2. We verify in this subsection the description of the map
γg∗ given in Table 7. First, using (4.3), Table 2 and Table 4, one determines easily the image
of χ1,1, χ4,2, χ9,1, χ16,1, χ9,4, χ4,5, and χ1,4, under γg∗ .
Using (4.3), (4.9), [A, Tables 60-61], and Table 5 (where the last row indicates ρLξ′,1 for ξ
′ ∈
O), we see that γg∗(χ8,2) = (A˜2, Q¯l), γg∗(χ8,4) = (A2, Q¯l), γg∗(χ9,2) = (B2, Q¯l), γg∗(χ12,1) =
(F4(a3), Q¯l) and γg∗(χ8,1) = (B3, Q¯l).
Note that the representative ξ in Table 4 for the orbit A2 + A˜1 (resp. (B3)2, C3, (A2)2,
A1) is a regular nilpotent element in l
∗ for a Levi L of type A2A˜1 (resp. B3, C3, A2, A1).
Thus using (4.3), (4.10) and again [A, Tables 60-61], we see that γ−1g∗ (Oξ, Q¯l) = χ4,3 (resp.
χ2,1, χ8,3, χ1,2, χ2,4). For the orbit (A2)2, we have used that Ind
W
W (A2)(3) = Ind
W
W (B3)([3 :
−] ⊕ [2 : 1] ⊕ [1 : 2] ⊕ [− : 3]), and for the orbit (A1), we have used that Ind
W
W (A1)(2) =
IndWW (B3)([3 : −]⊕[2 : 1]⊕[1 : 2]⊕[− : 3]⊕[2 1 : −]⊕[2 : 1]⊕[1 : 2]⊕[− : 2 1]⊕[1
2 : 1]⊕[1 : 12]).
For the orbit A˜2 +A1, again the representative ξ is a regular nilpotent element in l
∗ for a
Levi L of type A˜2A1. Thus γ
−1
g∗ (Oξ, Q¯l) ∈ {χ6,1, χ9,3}. Note that 〈[21 : −],Res
W
W (B3) χ9,3〉 6= 0
while 〈[2 : 1],ResWW (B3) χ9,3〉 = 0. This contradicts with (4.5) as [2 : 1] = (γ
B3
g∗ )
−1((2; 121), Q¯l)
and [21 : −] = (γB3g∗ )
−1((2; 121), E(12)). Hence γ
−1
g∗ (A˜2 + A1, Q¯l) = χ6,1.
Let ξ be in the orbit F4(a1). Taking ξ
′ varying in l∗ for a Levi subgroup L of type B3
and using [A, Table 60], we see that nξ,ξ′,1,1 6= 0 if and only if ξ′ satisfies ρLξ′,1 = [3 : −] or
ρLξ′,1 = [2 : 1]. In the former case AL(ξ
′) = 1 and in the latter case we have AL(ξ
′) = S2
and ρL
ξ′,(12) = [2 1 : −] (see [X3]). By (4.5), 〈Res
W
W (B3)
ρξ,(12), ρ
′〉W (B3) = 0 for any ρ
′ ∈
Irr(W (B3)) − {[3 : −], [2 : 1], [21 : −]}. Thus ρξ,(12) = χ2,3. The same argument shows that
for ξ in the orbit B2, 〈Res
W
W (B3)
ρξ,(12), ρ
′〉W (B3) = 0 for any ρ
′ ∈ Irr(W (B3)) − {[2 : 1], [21 :
−], [1 : 2], [− : 3], [− : 21]}, thus ρξ,(12) = χ4,1.
Consider now ξ6 in the orbit F4(a3) and 1 6= φ ∈ Irr(AG(ξ6)). The same argument as
above shows that ρξ6,φ 6= χ2,2. Similarly, for ξ8 in the orbit C3(a1), ρξ8,(12) 6= χ2,2. This forces
that χ2,2 = γg∗(A˜1, E(12)).
It remains to determine the images of χ9,3, χ6,2, χ4,4 and χ1,3 under γg∗ . We make use of
(4.8). Let ξ = e′pqr + e
′
qrs + e
′
pq2r + eq2r2s in the orbit F4(a3) and ξ
′ = e′pqr + e
′
pq2r. Let P be
the standard parabolic subgroup PJ , J = {p, q, r} and L the standard Levi subgroup of P .
Then L is of type B3. Moreover, ξ
′ ∈ l∗ and ξ ∈ ξ′+ n∗P . It has been shown that the orbit of
ξ is induced from that of ξ′ (see (3.8)). Using the description of the component group AG(ξ)
in (3.3), one can check that the groups defined in (4.7) are as follows
H = ZP (ξ)/Z
0
G(ξ)
∼= 〈γ1, γ3〉 ∼= S2 × S2 and N = ZZ0
L
(ξ′)UP (ξ)/Z
0
G(ξ)
∼= 〈γ1〉 ∼= S2.
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One checks that
(4.12) Ind
AG(ξ)
H 1 = Ind
S4
S2×S2
1 = (4)⊕ (3, 1)⊕ (2, 2), IndAG(ξ)H φ˜
′ = (3, 1)⊕ (2, 1, 1),
where 1 is the trivial representation and φ˜′ is the lift of the sign character φ′ of H/N ∼= S2
to H ∼= S2 × S2. It is shown in [X3] that
ρLξ′,1 = [1 : 1
2] and ρLξ′,φ′ = [1
3 : −].
Let φ ∈ IrrAG(ξ). Using (4.4), (4.8) and (4.12), we conclude that
〈ρGξ,φ, Ind
W
W (B3)[1; 1
2]〉W = 〈ρ
G
ξ,φ, χ12,1 ⊕ χ6,2 ⊕ χ9,3〉W = 〈φ, (4)⊕ (3, 1)⊕ (2, 2)〉S4
〈ρGξ,φ, Ind
W
W (B3)
[13; 0]〉W = 〈ρ
G
ξ,φ, χ4,4 ⊕ χ9,3 ⊕ χ1,3〉W = 〈φ, (3, 1)⊕ (2, 1, 1)〉S4
where in the first identity we have used [A, Table 60]. It thus follows that
(4.13) ρξ,(3,1) = χ9,3, ρξ,(2,2) = χ6,2, ρξ,(2,1,1) ∈ {χ4,4, χ1,3}.
Now let P be the standard parabolic subgroup PJ , where J = {p, q, s}, and let L be the
standard Levi subgroup of P , which is of type A2A˜1. Then ξ ∈ n∗P and ξ is induced from
the zero orbit in l∗. Again using (3.3) we see that in this case
H = ZP (ξ)/Z
0
G(ξ)
∼= 〈γ1, γ2〉 = N ∼= S3.
One checks that
(4.14) Ind
AG(ξ)
H 1 = Ind
S4
S3
1 = (4)⊕ (3, 1).
The same argument as above shows that
〈ρGξ,φ, χ4,4 ⊕ χ12,1 ⊕ χ9,3〉W = 〈φ, (4)⊕ (3, 1)〉S4.
In view of (4.13), it follows from the above equation that
ρξ,(2,1,1) = χ1,3 and χ4,4 6= ρξ,(14).
The last inequality forces that χ4,4 = ρξ8,(12), where ξ8 is in the orbit C3(a1). This completes
the verification of Table 7.
4.4. A set of Weyl group representations. In this subsection we define a subset of
Irr(W ) following [L3] which gives an a prior definition of the set {γ−1g∗ (O, Q¯l) | (O, Q¯l) ∈ Ag∗}.
Let R∨ be the set of coroots. For α ∈ R, let α∨ denote the corresponding coroot. Define
Θ˜ = {β ∈ R | β∨ − α∨ /∈ R∨, ∀ α ∈ Π};
Θ˜r = {J ⊂ Θ˜ | J linearly independent, |
∑
α∈Π
Zα∨/
∑
β∈J
Zβ∨| = rk for some k ∈ Z>0}.
For J ∈ Θ˜r, let WJ be the subgroup of W generated by the reflections sα, α ∈ J .
We define a set T ∗,rW ⊂ IrrW by induction on |W | as follows. If W = {1}, T
∗,r
W = Irr(W ).
If W 6= {1}, then
T ∗,rW = S
1
W ∪ {ρ ∈ Irr(W ) | ρ = j
W
WJ
ρ′ for some J ∈ Θ˜r and some ρ
′ ∈ T ∗,rWJ },
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where S1W is defined as in [L2, 1.3], i.e. it is the set of irreducible characters of W that
correspond to the pairs (O, Q¯l) in characteristic 0.
One can verify that the set
{γ−1g∗ (O, Q¯l) | (O, Q¯l) ∈ Ag∗} coincides with the set T
∗,3
W (resp. T
∗,2
W )
for G2 (resp. F4) in characteristic 3 (resp. 2).
In fact for G2, we have Θ˜3 = {J}, where J = {α,−(2α + β)} and WJ = W (A2), and in
characteristic 3
{γ−1g∗ (O, Q¯l) | (O, Q¯l) ∈ Ag∗} = S
1
W = T
∗,3
W ;
for F4, we have Θ˜2 = {J1, J2, J3}, where J1 = {p, q, r,−p2q3r2s}, WJ1 = W (B3A1), J2 =
{p, r, s,−p2q3r2s}, WJ2 = W (A˜3A1), J3 = {q, r, s,−p2q3r2s} and W (J4) = W (C4), and in
characteristic 2
{γ−1g∗ (O, Q¯l) | (O, Q¯l) ∈ Ag∗} = S
1
W ∪ {χ2,1, χ1,2} = T
∗,2
W .
Here we have used again the tables in [A] and the description of T ∗,2W in [X3] when W is of
type B or C.
5. Springer correspondence for g
Let G be of type G2 (resp. F4) defined over an algebraically closed field of characteristic
2 or 3 (resp. characteristic 3). In this section, we describe the Springer correspondence
maps γg : IrrW → Ag explicitly, see Tables 8, 9 and 10. In view of Lemma 2.1 and §4, this
completes the description of the Springer correspondence for g and g∗ when G is of type G2
and F4 in all characteristics, as explained in the introduction.
As in §4, the orbits are labelled as in the Bala-Carter classification, and ρx,φ, for x ∈ Ng
and φ ∈ IrrAG(x), denotes the inverse image of (Ox, E) under γg, where E is the local system
on the orbit Ox of x corresponding to φ.
Orbit of x φ ρx,φ Orbit of x φ ρx,φ
G2 (1) χ1,1 A˜1 (1) χ2,2
G2(a1) (3) χ2,1 A1 (1) χ1,4
G2(a1) (2, 1) χ1,3 ∅ (1) χ1,2
G2(a1) (1
3) −
Table 8. Springer correspondence for g, type G2 and char k = 2
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Orbit of x φ ρx,φ Orbit of x φ ρx,φ
G2 (1) χ1,1 (A˜1)2 (1) χ1,3
G2(a1) (2) χ2,1 A1 (1) χ1,4
G2(a1) (1, 1) − ∅ (1) χ1,2
A˜1 (1) χ2,2
Table 9. Springer correspondence for g, type G2 and char k = 3
Orbit of x φ ρx,φ Orbit of x φ ρx,φ Orbit of x φ ρx,φ
F4 (1) χ1,1 F4(a3) (2
2) χ6,2 A˜2 (1) χ8,2
F4(a1) (2) χ4,2 F4(a3) (2, 1, 1) χ1,3 A2 (2) χ8,4
F4(a1) (1
2) χ2,3 F4(a3) (1
4) − A2 (12) χ1,2
F4(a2) (2) χ9,1 C3(a1) (2) χ16,1 A1 + A˜1 (1) χ9,4
F4(a2) (1
2) χ2,1 C3(a1) (1
2) χ4,4 A˜1 (2) χ4,5
B3 (1) χ8,1 B2 (2) χ9,2 A˜1 (1
2) χ2,2
C3 (1) χ8,3 B2 (1
2) χ4,1 A1 (1) χ2,4
F4(a3) (4) χ12,1 A˜2 + A1 (1) χ6,1 ∅ (1) χ1,4
F4(a3) (3, 1) χ9,3 A2 + A˜1 (1) χ4,3
Table 10. Springer correspondence for g, type F4 and chark = 3
5.1. Nilpotent orbits in g. The nilpotent orbits in g for G2 have been classified by Stuhler
[St] and those for F4 by Holt and Spaltenstein [HS]. It has been shown (see [HS]) that for
x ∈ Ng,
dimBx =
dimZG(x)− rankG
2
,
where Bx = {gB | Ad(g−1)x ∈ b}. We list the results here for the reader’s convenience, see
Tables 11, 12 and 13.
Note that the nilpotent orbits in g for F4 in chark = 3 and component groups of centraliz-
ers coincide with those in characteristic 0. In particular, there are 4 distinguished nilpotent
orbits (where x ∈ Ng is distinguished if Z(G)0 is a maximal torus in ZG(x)) and every orbit
contains an element that is distinguished in a Levi subgroup. As chark = 3, all distinguished
nilpotent elements in a proper Levi subgroup is regular.
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Orbit representative x dimZG(x) AG(x) dimBx
G2 eα + eβ 2 1 0
G2(a1) eβ + e2α+β 4 S3 1
A˜1 eα 6 1 2
A1 eβ 8 1 3
∅ 0 14 1 6
Table 11. Type G2, nilpotent orbits, chark = 2
Orbit representative x dimZG(x) AG(x) dimBx
G2 eα + eβ 2 1 0
G2(a1) eβ + e2α+β 4 S2 1
A˜1 eα+β + eβ 6 1 2
(A˜1)2 eα 8 1 3
A1 eβ 8 1 3
∅ 0 14 1 6
Table 12. Type G2, nilpotent orbits, chark = 3
Orbit representative x dimZG(x) AG(x) dimBx
F4 ep + eq + er + es 4 1 0
F4(a1) ep + eqr + eq2r + es 6 S2 1
F4(a2) ep + eqr + ers + eq2r2s 8 S2 2
B3 ep + eqr + eq2r2s 10 1 3
C3 es + eq2r + epqr 10 1 3
F4(a3) epqr + eqrs + epq2r + eq2r2s 12 S4 4
C3(a1) epqr + eq2rs + eq2r2s 14 S2 5
B2 epqr + eq2r2s 16 S2 6
A˜2 + A1 epqr + eq2rs + ep2q2r2s 16 1 6
A2 + A˜1 ep2q2r + eq2r2s + epq2rs 18 1 7
A˜2 epqrs + eq2rs 22 1 9
A2 ep2q2r + epq2r2s 22 S2 9
A1 + A˜1 ep2q2r2s + ep2q3rs 24 1 10
A˜1 ep2q3r2s 30 S2 13
A1 e2p3q4r2s 36 1 16
∅ 0 52 1 24
Table 13. Type F4, nilpotent orbits, chark = 3
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5.2. Springer correspondence. We use the same strategy as in §4 to obtain the explicit
description of the maps γg, following the methods in [AL, S2, S4]. As the arguments are
entirely similar, we omit the details and only explain one most complicated case.
For F4, we make use of Table 14 on induced nilpotent orbits. Here O˜ = Ind
g
l O, 0 denotes
the zero orbit in the third row, and the nilpotent orbits in l correspond to a partition.
O˜ A˜2 A2 B2 F4(a3) F4(a3) F4(a1) F4(a2)
type of L B3 C3 C3 A˜2A1 B3 B3 A1A˜1
O 0 0 2114 0 3114 5112 0
ρLx′,1 [− : 1
3] [− : 13] [13 : −] [13]× [12] [1 : 12] [2 : 1] [2]× [2]
Table 14. Induced nilpotent orbits, type F4, chark = 3
The most complicated case is the orbit F4(a3). Let x = epqr + eqrs + epq2r + eq2r2s be an
element in the orbit F4(a3). By direct computations using (2.2) and (2.4), one verifies that
AG(x) ∼= 〈γ1, γ2, γ3〉 ∼= S4,
where
γ1 = hp(−1)hq(−1)hr(−1)hs(−1)xp(−1)xs(−1)xrs(1),
γ2 = hp(−1)hq(−1)hr(−1)hs(−1)np ns,
γ3 = hp(−1)hq(−1)xp(−1)xs(1)xrs(1)xr(−1)nr xr(−1)
with
γ21 = γ
2
2 = γ
2
3 = 1, (γ1γ2)
3 = (γ2γ3)
3 = 1, (γ1γ3)
2 = 1.
In particular we have used the following formula
Ad(u(t))x = epqr + eqrs + (1− 2t2)epq2r + t2 eq2rs + (t1 − t3) epqrs + (1− 2t4)eq2r2s
+(t1t2 − t2t3 + t3 + t4)epq2rs + (t1 + t
2
3 − 2t4(t1 − t3))epq2r2s
where u(t) = xp(t1) xr(t2) xs(t3) xrs(t4), ti ∈ Ga. One can then proceed the same way as in
the case of orbit F4(a3) in g
∗ in characteristic 2.
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